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YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
because I do believe that Mr. Daniel Andrews and his team, supported by both police and the media, have
gone too far.
Rather than making sure that hospitals are and were able to cope with the “onslaught” of Covid patients (
remember that’s what it was all about back in February and mid. March, when the phrase “flatten the curve”
was repeated over and over, without its concept really being grasped ), he and his party now restrict almost
all aspects our private lives and in doing so causing great harm to our mental and physical wellbeing.
Not only voices of critique, but also voices of reason are now extinguished and censored with utmost
vigilance in the name of “saving lives”.
Worse even, they are being declared radical conspiracy theorists and tinfoil hat wearing idiots.
In the process police have deteriorated into brutal henchmen, that follow orders blindly and without due
diligence and the media in turn became a foghorn of radicalised oppression.
Science evidently has become irrelevant and the “proof” that is now presented to us, is severely flawed and
completely incorrect.
The law is administered at will and not equal. It is applied inconsistently and the people have lost all of its
protection.
And whilst the people are placed under house arrest and separated so that no exchange can take place, evil
and sinister measures are developed and progressed without boundaries and control.
All under the pretence to protect us from a "deadly" virus that hardly kills 1 out of 200 people infected !
Sadly, we were expecting this behaviour from politicians and also from the media, but the broken trust
between the people and the police cannot be mended so easily.
Also the damage done to our culture, our society and our economy can never be rectified again.
We are now afraid of our neighbours, friends and even our own families.
We will never hug anyone ever again to provide comfort.
We will never shake hands again to express friendship
We will live in constant fear of an oppressive police force, armed to the teeth and dedicated to extinguish
even voices of reason.
Our children, already socially impaired, have now lost out on education and the learning of social behaviour.
Melbourne will never, ever again be the most liveable city in the world.
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The country is severely weakened and now open to foreign, unwanted policies and influence.
I did not educate myself for years and I did not build a company and did not care for my family and I did not
engage in community work just to see it all destroyed by what I believe to be a power-hungry madman and
his radical ideas.
Most people I know think exactly like me, but they are too terrified to voice their opinions, because they fear
the harsh repercussions !
This is not what an open democracy should look like !
I am getting desperate and I appeal to your common sense and I must ask you to do everything in your
power to stop Daniel Andrews !
Should you be in agreement with the current state of affairs, then I must remind you that people and viruses
cannot be locked up indefinitely.
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